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Model calcn&ions of the resonant Raman cross section of a homonuclear diatomic adsorbate on a metallic,electrode .I: 
surface are performed. If the excited intermediate electronic state is weakly dipole coupled to the electron& ground state 
(relative to some other excited electronic states), electric field induced intensity borrowing is found to be.very large for 
the adsorbate. The important excited state involved is that descriiing charge transfer from the adsorbate to the metal&c. 
substrate. We have also carried out a simplitied calculation of the vibrational Franck-Condon~factors for @e adsorbate; 
Combiiing electronic with vibrational enhancement factors, we find that there may be an overall intensity enhancc~ment for .’ 
the adsorbate of 104-lo* depending on.the electric field strength- 

1. Introduction this mechanismniay be a.confributing factor for the ’ 
experiments carried out on electrode surfaces, it is not 

A number of groups have now reported the acqui- sufficient to account for the enormous%rtensity :. : :, _. 
sition of intense Raman spectra from adsorbed mole- enhancements.observed. T -_ .:.. .;. -.’ 
cules at an electrode surface [l-4]. Jeamnaire and van In a previous paper on this topic [9], the present;- _. 
Duyne [3] recognized that there is an enormous authors attempted to provide a~qua.litati~e.under- ‘- -. 
enhancement in the intensity of the Raman scattering standing of the observed intensity enhancetier& -.I .‘, 
from the adsorbed molecules ,relative to scattering using classical arguments. It was proposed that the. 
from the same molecules in solution. Indeed, for pyr- intensity enhancement could be rationalized on the: “. 
idine on a silver electrode, the intensity enhancement basis of large changes in the derivative of the polari- 
has been estimated to be =lOs-lo6 [2,3]. The cur- zabihty of the admolecule with respect to anorrir~” ’ 
pose of the present work is to discuss some possible coordinate, caused by a surface induced image dipole 
mechanisms for this enormous intensity enhancement .fieldat-the admoiecrde. -- . . ” .. .’ ‘.. 
using a simplified quantum mechanical approach. The object of this work is to krvestigate whether ; 

There has been some recent theoretical interest in a large perturbation of the admolecule polarizabffity .’ 
the enhancement of Raman scattering by adsorbates may result.from local electric~fieids ar+rg from the : 
on metal surfaces. PhiIpott [SJ theorized.that surface substrate. The classical model concentrated_ &r the ‘.- : 
plasmon contributions may lead to level broadening case.of adsorbed pyridmc at.a s!ver$iectrode; In this 
in the adsorbate and hence to the possibility.that a work, however, we consider the much~s~pler @a‘-; : 
resonance condition may be obtained. Wavelength -. tion of an adsorbed model diatoinic moJecule. At the.:.’ 
dependent studies showing y4 dependence [6J do not present time, only two diatoinii: molecules have been :j 
support this suggestion for molecules adsorbed on intiestigated experimentally, Ia adj0rbe.d ouaPt’e!eC-. I 
electrode surfaces. Burstein [7,8] and co-workers have &ode [iO], and CN- adsorbed.0h.a Ag electrode. [4] i 
proposed that by using surface electromagnetic waves, Unfortunately; both of these molecules are tophuge -i_ 
it shouId be possible to obtain an intensity enhance- for the F&man scattering cross.section to be eyahrated;E 
ment of two orders of magnitude for Raman scatter- so we have resorted to a model’diatornic in order to.:’ .:..I 

ing by a thin overlayer on a silver surface. Although carry out calculations. To grcatIy.simplify the c&rIa;: 
.-, . . . .‘, 

T ,. . ,. ; -1 :_ ..- 
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tions, our attention is focused on resonance’Raman 
scattering. Although most admolecules have been 
investigated using normal Rarnan scattering, two dyes, 
methyl orange and crystal violet, adsorbed on a silver 
electrode, have been found to give resonance Raman 

trons, electrode’fields due to applied external poten- 
tiak, and static image fields due to permanent or 
induced adsorbate dipoles. The latter would include 
image field contributions arising from neighboring 
adsorbate species. In the usual experimental setup [l- 

scattering [3]. Precise estimates have not yet been 
made, but van Duyne [ll] reports an additional 
enhancement of the resonant Raman cross section 
when the dyes are adsorbed on the electrode surface. 

The local electric field considered in this work is 

31, contributions to the local field from all three of 
the aforementioned fields would occur. However, for 
the experimental work on CN- [4], wirich was carried 
out at 3 silver-air interface, the local electric field 
would include only the first and third contributions 

composed of 3 number of contributions and obviously 
depends on the environment around the admolecule. 
Such contributions could include the intrinsic field 
arising from the charge distribution of surface elec- 

indicated above. Since these first and third contribu- 
tions are always present, the mechanism we propose 
below should apply to resonant Raman scattering in 
many different interfacial environments. 

2. Theory cf intensity enhancement 

?he Raman scattering tensor may be written as [12] 

(o,,,&~ =A + B , 

where 

(1) 

A = c c 

e+g u 

and 

+ ~oIR~I~o>~eoIizalso>~soIR,Igo~ (ilU)(UlQalIj) 

Em- Egi+hw I Ecu - Fro 

+ C~ol~,l~o~~~ol~,l~o~~~ol~~I~o~+~ol~,Iso~~~oIh,l~o~~eolR,lgo~ <ilQ,luXulj> 

Em-E,--ttw Em- Eti+Aw 1 I &o--&, - (3) 

In eqs. (l), (2) and-(3), g designates the ground electronic state, e and s are excited electronic states, i andj are 
the vibrational states ofg, u is a vibrational state of e. R, and R, are the u and p components of the elect+ 
dipole operator, h, is the vibronic coupling operator (H/aQJ, where Hand Q, are the electronk hamiltonian 
and the ath coordinate of the ground electronic state. Subscript 0 denotes an electronic wavefunction for the 
equilibrium position Qh = O_ Egi and Eeo are-the energies of the states I@> and le& and w is the frequency of the 
exciting light. To avoid confusion with a superscript 0 which will appear in the next section, the subscript wiU be 
implicitly assumed from this point. 

TO greatly simplify matters, we’restrict our calculation to the Condon Contribution (term A) and ignore the 
Herzberg-Teller contribution (term B). For the model basis-set to be discussed in the next section only .the zz 
component of the scattering tensor is nonzero, and we defme 

(%&Lgj =A, 9 (4) 

where 

&=W&!eW&lg)f (5) 
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aa 

f=zcE _yy+i._ (6) 
eu s 

In eq. (6) we have introduced a linewidth factor, since we are going to discuss resonance scattering. For a particu- 
lar frequency w, vibrational level v, and electronic state e, for which the resonance condition 

Em-E,--h=O (7) 

is satisfied, eq. (6) simplifies to 

f = (ilv)(vlj>/ir . (8) 

The observed resonance Raman intensity Iis therefore determined from eqs. (I), (5) and (6) to be 

i~I(glR,le)(eIR,Ig)(ilu)(uli)12/,/2 _ (9) 

Our primary objective is the calculation of the relative intensity enhancementln, defined as 

& =I& , (10) 

where subscripts A and S denote the adsorbed state and soIution phase respectively. If we introduce the assump- 
tion that the factor y is approximately the same for both the admolecule and its solution phase counterpart, then 
the intensity enhancement is given by .. 

(11) 

fE= I(gAIR,leA)(eAIRrIgA)121 I(g~l~,les)(eslR,ig,)l~ (12) 

and the vibrational enhancement factorfv is given by 

fv = I:i&&J*lj*) 12/l(i~IusNvslis>12 - (13) 

&e subscripts A ma s have the me me&g as &cussed above. The next section details a simple. model for the 

calculation of the enhancement factorsfn and.&. 

3. Model for resonance scattering 

3.1. J%%C@onic factorfE 

To incorporate the electrode surface, we adopt a very simplified description of the interactions between the 
admolecule and the metal surface. It will be assumed that the surface provides a single level, which can participate 
in bonding xv&h the electrons of the diatomic adsorbate. The electronicground state will be denoted by the 
Slater determinant 

e+g’o> = I %fub& I , (14) 

where & is the one electron Schmidt orthogonalized metallic orbital which is a function of the atomic orbital 
available to bond with the diatomic; in the case of interest in this work, this is the 5s orbital of silver, denoted 
@ss. Q., is given by 

%, = (($5; - & 1 or,> ob - ($5~ lo,> oa} {I - &, 1 ouj2 - (4)s~ 1 oa)2}-r’2 - 05) 

The bonding molecular orbital of the diatomic is denoted by ob and the bar designates spiir 0. States at zero elec- 
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trade field strength are denoted by a superscript 0. Here for simplicity we model the diatomic as a two electron 
molecule, with a bondingmolecular orbital given in terms of 1s orbitals by 

utJ=(ls,+ IstJ[Z(l f&a)]“2, (16) 

where the overlap &t, is 

s ,,,=(ls,lls,,) (17) 

and subscripts a and b denote molecular centers of the diatomic (the metallic site is denoted by subscript c). 
The other molecular orbitals appearing in eq. (15) will be defined below. 

Although resonance Raman scattering involves only one excited configuration for the solution phase molecule, 
the situation is considerably more compIex for the admolecule, as will become apparent shortly. The other eiec- 
tronic configurations that are included fall into two categories. The first consists of 

e~=6”“2{2t6&tobo,l - l$&oal - l@Mo$ijal] , 

e~=2-“2{l~~tob~/-I~‘M~bo*I}, 

e~=6-“2{21~~tobo*l - l@~@t+_r’l - ld+,robi?l] . 

The rntibonding molectdar orbital u, is given by 

6% 

(20) 

(21) 

a,=(ls, - isb)/[a(l - &b)l”’ (22) 

and u’ is 

0: = (2p,, - ~P,,M2~1 - SON 1’2 (24) 

and 

s, = Q.b,12p,,). (25) 

The excited electronic configurations e:, i = 2-5, describe excitations localized to the diatomic substrate. The 
second category includes 

c: * I upo& I , WG 

4 = l+@J&b, I * (27) 

Ihe excited electronic states ez and e!: describe charge transfer interactions between the surface level and the 
dialomic. The configuration e8 denotes the formation of “hole” on the surface, where an electron is transferred 
CO an antibonding mplecular orbital of the adsorbate. The configuration et denotes charge transfer from the 
diatomic adsorbate to the metallic substrate. 

The size of the atomic orbital basis set and the number of excited electronic configurations have both been 
restricted in order to keep the model calculations as simple as possible. We have included only those electronic 
configurations that seem.to us to be most important within the constraints of the basis set. A more sophisticated 
treatment of the problem would allow for the possibility of excitations localized on the substrate. This may be an 
important omission in the present treatment. 

The electronic wavefunctions in the denominator offn are all simple Slater determinants, that is, the electronic 
wavefunctions for the molecule in solution are identified with the-unperturbed eigenfunctions ef, i = l-5 (the 
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charge transfer states eg and et are of course exchrded in solution). This is not true, however, in the electronic 

states in the numerator offE..The electronic states of the adsorbed diatomic molecule are coupled due to the 
presence of the large electric field at the electrode surface. The adsorbate electronic wavefunctions in the presence 
of an electric field become 

ejgl$ c& ) (28) 

where the coefficients cii are a function of the electric field .strength at the adsorbate. In the following develop- 
ment we will consider situations where the strength of the electric field is too large to allow US to use perturbation 
theory to determine the coefficients cii- In such cases, these coefficients must be determined by solving the equa- 
tion 

E,~+(e~lezEl&- 6 (e~lezEle~> . . . 

<eylezEle$ E,q+(eq\ezE\e$-e .._ =O, (2% 
. 

(eylezEle$ . . . 

where 

&.~=@13Ple~) (30) 

and X0 is the unperturbed electronic hamiltonian. E is the electric field strength and e is the electronic charge. 
Solution of eq. (29) then allows the electronic enhancement factorf= to be calculated. 

-3.2. Vibrdkmal enhancement factor fv 

AS a very simile model, we use vibrational wavefunctions li) and u> for the ground electronic state given by 

Ii) =N&(~) exp(-g2/2) , (31) 

where& is the ith Hermite polynomial,Ni is the normalization constant,iVi = (lj2ii!nr~z)r/2 and the dimension- 
less coordinate.5 is related to the normal coordinate by 

E = (27~1h)“~ Q , (32) 

where v is the vibrational frequency in the ground electronic state. For excited electronic states, we take 

Iv) =N&,(E - 4 exp L-4 - Aj2/21 - (33) 

A is the separation between the equilibrium position of the ground and excited electronic states. It is furthermore 
assumed that the vibrational frequency is the same for the ground and excited electronic states. In this case, the 
vibrational overlap (ulj) may be readiiy evaluated to be 

(VU) = i~r’* edA214 A’& i $ i i aUra,-,rt)@ Az+n-r-S(-l)z+r[l + (-l)““] 
= 

x [I .3 . 5 . . . (r +s _ I)] 2-‘.-*+‘I*+S/2 , (34 

where cf) is the binomial coefficient and the coefficients a,1 are obtained from the expansion of the Hermite 
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polynomial [13] 

..-v 
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f&(x) = 2 ad . (35) 

The factor [I .3 .5 --- (r + s - l)] equals 1 when r + s = 0. Alternative expressions for (u lj> have been known for 
a long time [14], however, eq. (34) is very convenient for computer evaluation. The above expressions for the 
vibrational wavefunctions and overlaps apply to the molecule in solution. For the admolecule in the presence of 
the electrode field, the vibrational wavefunctions are modified. For the electronic ground state of the adsorbate, 
the vibrational wavefunction will be approximated by 

/iA) =NtH& - A’) exp[-(5 - A’)2/2] , (36) 

where A’ is the separation between the equilibrium position with the electric field on and with the field off. For 
the excited electronic states, we use 

[II*) =lV,H& - A”) exp[-(E - A”)2/2] , (37) 

where A” denotes the difference between the equilibrium position of the excited electronic state in the presence 
of the field and the ground electronic state in the absence of the field. The vibrational overlap (u,]jJ is given by 
eq. (34) except A is now replaced by the quantity 6 which is given as 

6 = A’ _ A”-_ (38) 

4. Computational details tering cross section in the above model is the evalua- 

4.1. EIectronk enhancement factor 
tion of the energies Ee, = <eflK” [e$. To avoid this 
expensive complication, we have assigned the relative 
energy levels of the states e? empirically. The ground 

The excited electronic configuration ei was em- electronic state energy is 0 eV, and the excited state 
ployed to calculate the resonance F&man scattering 
cross section for the solution phase. The qualitative 

energies have been assigned as Ee? = 2.5 eV, E,g = 2.6 

results for other excited states are considered in the 
eV, E,f = 3.0 eV, E&= 3.1 eV, E.$ =,4.0 eV, and 

discussion section. 
E,q = 5.0 eV_ The lowest excited states have been 

The basis functions employed were Slater type 
assigned energies corresponding to the-visible region 

atomic orbitals. The orbital exponents that were em- 
to model the situation which is likely to be obtain- 

ployed for the calculations presented in this paper 
able in an experiment on electrode surfaces. A con- 

were fls, = 1 .O, rrsb = 1.0, CzpO = 2.4,3; pob=2.4. 
stant shift of all the excited states to higher,energies 

and L, = 1.6 (with the 5s prin:pal quantum num- 
will not alter the results to any sigriificant degree. 
When ez is the excited electronic state of interest, it 

ber n = 4). Small variations of these exponents do not 
using the exp&rents 

turns out that the calculated intensity enhancement. 
change the conclusions obtained 1, is not very sensitive to small changes in the 
just reported. The scattering cross section is most sen- assigned energies. Since our main interest is in order 
sitive to the orbital exponents S‘2noaand {zP,b and of magnitudes, changes in the energies do not alter the 
relatively insensitive to variations of r15,, Slsb and principal conclusions. 
css,. The matrix elements of R, were evaluated from 
standard formuIae developed for Slater type orbit& 

There is some rationale behind the assumed ordering 
of the energy values of the states e$‘. In the type of 

[I 5 1. The geometric parameters employed were Ran = 
2.5 au and R&= 2.0 au. These values would typify a 

experiment that is being modeled in this work, the 
adsorbate is physisorbed, or at most, weakly chemi- 

diatomic like CN- tightly bound to the surface. The 
most difficult step in the determination of the scat- 

sorbed. Given this situation, the charge transfer states 
of the adsorbate-substrate system must he above the 
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lowest excited states of theadsorbate. It is for this 
. : 

Table 2 -- 

reason, that the charge transfer.configurations ez and Effect of small changes in the assigned electronic energy . . 

ey have been assigned energies higher than ~$1 Also, levels on the calculated enhancement factor fE_.The assigned 

the a, molecular orbital of a diatomic lies lower in 
energies are Ee! = 0. E&j = 2.2, E’fJ = 2.7, J+$ = 3.0, E,$ = 
3.1,Eeg=4.0,andEeq=5.2 

energy than the (T* molecuIar orbital, and hence the 
states et. &must be of lower energy than e& e$ Electric field Energy separation ~Eiectronic intensity 

Large variations in the scattering cross section are only at adsorbate AE=E~~ -Eel enhmcement factor& 

expected when the energy of the charge transfercon- (v/W Xev) 

figurations are assigned energies approximately equal 1.97 x 10s 3.000 
to or below ez_ 

1.40 
3.94 x 10s 3.000 1.90 

The calculations reported in this work are based on 5.91 x 105 3.000 2.53 
values of the electric field at.the midpoint of the 7.88 x 10s 3.000 3.30 

diatomic adsorbate. Variations of E over the diatomic 9.85 x 105 3.000 4.25 
1.18 x lo6 3.000 

molecule have been ignored. For very.large electric 
5.38 .- 

1.77 x 106 3.000 10.2 
field strengths, and for admolecules (particularly 1.97 x 106 3.000 12.4 
heteronuclear diatomics) tightly tiound to.the surface, 5.91 x 106 3.002 182 
the assumption of a uniform field over the admoIecuIe 9.85 x 106. 3.006 935 

is IikeIy to be less vahd than in the present model, 1.38 x lo7 3.011 3.07 x 10s 
1.77 x 10’ 3.018 7.88 x 103 

where the tIeId strengths are not exceptionally high, 1.97.x 10’ 3.022 1.18 x 1Cr4 .. ‘- 
and in the present calculations which are concerned 3.94 x 10’ 3.085 2.09 x 105 
with a homonuclear diatomic. 5.91 x 10’ 3.182 1.31 x106 

In table 1, the electronic contribution to the inten- 
sity enhancement& is tabulated as a function of the’ shows that the electronic contribution to the intensity 
electric field strength for the parameters discussed in enhancement is not especially sensitive to small changes 
this section. Table 2 shows the effect of smah changes in the values of the energies E$. However, if the im-. : 
in the relative energies. Comparison of tables 1 and 2 portant charge transfer state e$ is assigned an energy 

. . 

Table 1 
Electronic contribution to the intensity enhancement as a Table 3 
function of electric field. These results ore calculated with the Effect of a large change in the assignment.of the energy of 
parameters discussed in section 4 the charge tmnsfer configuration es on the calculated 

enhancement factor&. The energy of es is taken as I&q.= 
Elect& field Energy separation Electronic intensity 2.7 eV; the other energies are given in section 4 
atadsorbate AE=Ee4 -f&l enhmCementfactOrfE 

oT/cm) WI Electric field Energy separation Electronic intensity 
at adsorbate A&=E,,-E,, enhancement factor JE 

1.97 x 105 3.000 1.44 (v/cm) WI 
3.94 x 10s 3.000 2.02 
5.91 x 105 3.000 2.76 1.97 x 105 3.000 1.51 x Co-’ 
7.88 x 105 3.000 3.68 3.94 x 10s 3.oocr 4.26 x 1O-3 
9.85 x lo5 3.000 4.82 5.91 x 105 3.000 1.17 x 10-q 
1.18 x lo6 3.000 6.21 7.88 x105 3.000 4.30 x 10-2 
1.77 x 106 3.000 12.2 9.85 x lo5 3.000 4.08 x 10-l 
1.97 x 106 3.000 14.9 1.18 x 106 3.000 1.66 
5.91 x 106 3.002 237 1.77 x 106 3.000 19.3 
9.85 x 106 3.005 1.24 X lo3 1.97 x 106 3.000 33.4 
1.38 X 10’ 4.07 x 103 

-: 
3.010 5.91 x 106 3.003 2.78 x lo3 

1.77 x 10’ 3.016 1.05 x 104 9.85 x lo6 3.007 1.12x104 
1.97 x 107 3.020 1.58 x lo4 1.38 x lo7 3.013 2.14 x lo? 
3.94 x 107 3.076 3.03 x 10s 1.77 x 10’ 3.021 2.89 x lo4 -.. 
5.91 x 10’ 3.160 1.86 x 106 1.97 x 10’ 3.026 3.09 x 104. .. .-. :.. -. 
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Table 4 
Effect of the applied electrode field on the electronic energies 

Electrode field 
strength at adsorbate 
(v/Cm) 

0 
1.97 x 10s 
5.91 x 10s 
1.18 x lo6 
1.77 x 106 
1.97. x 106 
5.91 x 106 
9.85 x lo6 
1.38 x lo7 
1.77 x 10’ 
1.97 y .I07 

Energies of electronic states (ev) 

el e2 e3 e4 e5 e6. e7 

0 2.5 2.6 3.0 3.1 4.0 5.0 
-0.003 2.497 2.597 2.997 3.097 4.000 4.994 
-0.008 2.492 2.592 2.992 3.092 4.000 4.983 
-0.017 2.484 2.583 2.984 3.084 4.000. 4.967 
-0.025 2.475 2.575 2.97s 3.07s 4.000 4.950 
-0.028 2.473 2.572 2.973 3.073. 4.000 4.94s 
-0.084 2.419 2.516 2.918 3.017 4.001 4.836 
-0.143 2.365 2.459 2.862 2.962 4.003 4.727 
-0.203 2.314 2.401 2.807 2.906 4.006 4.620 
-0.264 2.263 2.342 2.752 2.850 4.010 4.513 
-0.296 2.237 2.313 2.724 2.822 4.013 4.460 

lower than e:, there is a noticeable effect on the 

intensityenhancement as shown in table 3. The results 

tion of the two geometry dfstortion parameters A and 

6 of section 3.1 has been determined. Our aim is to 

in table 3 were caIcuIated with the values of Eer dis- determine if there is any range for these two param- 
cussed above, except E,!$ = 2.7 eV. The charge trans- eters which leads to a large fv. In principle, L?; may be 

fer state ez is not directly dipole coupled to ez, but determined by optimizing the energy (as a function. 
the inchrsion ofe: in the calculation does alter the of orbital exponents) for the states ey and ei_ 6 could 

weight coefficients cii in eq. (28), and hence iudirectIy be determined, with greater difficulty, by carrying 
has a small bearing on the intensity enhancement of a out a similar optimization procedure, except ef and 
resonant Raman scattering involving the state e$ ez are now replaced by e, and e4 (eq. (28)). 

The effect of the electric field on the energy levels In fig. 1 the intensity factor I(1 lu>(uJO)j2 is shown 
is shown in table 4. These results are obtained from eq. as a function of A for the three intermediate vibra- 
(29) The results presented in table 4 do not reflect tional states v = 0, v = 1, and. v = 2. This figure shows 

subtle effects, such as changes iu geometry with high the expected variation in intensity of the Raman band 
field strength. The .diatomic bond length was assumed for the diatomic molecule in solution. Figs. 2,3 and 4 
fixed for the calculation of the electronic enhance- 
ment contribution. From table 4, it’is apparent that 

show Iogfv as a function of the two geometric 

the state most sensitive to changes in the electric field 
strength is the charge transfer configuration et. This is 
entirely expected of course, since the charge transfer 
state e! is one of the two most ionic states included 
in the calculation, and the energy of such an ionic 
state is most easily shifted In an electric field. 

4.2. Vihational factor f v 

,The calculation of the vibrationai intensity enhance- 
ment fv has been carried out with initial and final 
vibrational levels j = 0 and i = 1, respectively. Three 

different intermediate levels, v = 0, u = 1 and v = 2 
A 

have been considered, and the variation of fv as a func- 
Fig. 1. V5brationa.l intensity factor as a function of the geom- 
ethic distortion parameter A for the zero field case. 
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arise from the electrodic’f@& :- 
this intensity &han&ient . ‘:,: . . 
‘j&i zz.c&po~ent’ of he, s& ‘( 

atomic ;;lol&ule hi solution is ‘5 
of the mat;ix cl&ment ‘ce:iRiI’,. ‘,: 
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Fig. 3. Logarithm of the vibrational intensity enhancement: 
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: -_ ,: :: _: .::,p, 
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on thi size of the matrix element <&~&I& Iti this’ 
case, eq. (40) can be simplified to 

%z = k~IRJe~Xe~lR,le~) 

+ h,{(e~iR,le~><e~IR,le~) 

+(e~lRzle~~~e~lRzle~)) 

+X72(e~IR,le~)!e~IR,le~). (42) 

The first term represents the solution contribution to 
the scattering tensor, the second and third describe 
intensity borrowing from the charge transfer state e$ _ 
Despite the fact that X7 is somewhat less than 1, the 
second and particularly,the third term of eq. (42) far 
outweigh the leading term. This is a direct consequence 
of the size of the dipole matrix element between the 
ground and charge transfer states, which results in the 
ratio in eq. (39) being very small. The charge transfer 
state et is not an important source for intensity bor- 
rowing since (e$lRJe$ = 0. The charge transfer state 
eg wiI1 only play an important role when resonant 
Raman scattering involves an excited electrork state 
which is strongly dipole coupled with e$ 

Table 5 lists the important contributions to the 
enhancement factor& for a field strength E= 1.38 X. 
10’ V/cm. The remaining 2378 terms contribute a 
factor of only 3.375 to the sum in table 5. The value 
of fE at E = 1.38 X 10’ V/cm is 4.07 X 103. Three 
terms of importance that contribute to the intensity 
enhancement have been indicated ineq. (42) and 
arise from the mixing of e!: with ej_ A large contribu- 
tion (second and third entries in table 5) is also made 
when the ground state ey mixes with et, which leads 
to the following term 

~,[<eqIR,le~)(e~IR,Ie~) + <e~IR,le~)(e~IR,Ie~)} - 

The only other electronic state which appears in table 
5 is et_ The state e$ has a strong transition dipole 
with eZ and eq. (39) is also tn!e for ei rep.lacing et. 
However, the states et and e: are weakly coupled, that 
is (e$&le$ is much smaller than (e~lRrle$. As a 
result, the .mixing &efficient h2 is much smaller than 
X7. In table 5, the “solution term”(ey IR,le$)(e~ IR, le$ 
makes a contribution of just slightly less than 1 to 
the sum, which is due to the fact that both ct1 and 
cM (eq. (28)) are very close to I at the field strength 

E=1.38X107V/cm. 
In the present calculation, intensity borrowing 

Table 5 
Component aiiysis of the electronic contriiutions to the 
efectronic intensity enhancement factorf&. Electrode field 
strength at adsorbate is 1.38 X 10’ V/cm. The parameters 
used are the same as-those employed to @culate table 1 

Important electronic 
states contributing to fE 

i- j k 1 

1 7 7 1 
1 7 4 7 
7 4 7 ‘1 
1 4 7 1 
1 7 4 1 
7 4 4 7 
1 4 4 7 
7 4 4 1 
1 7 1 1 
1 1 7 1 
1 2 7 1 
1 7 2 1 
1 4 4 1 
1 7 4 ,4 
4 4 7 1 
7 4.7 7 
7 7 4 7 
2 7 7 1 
1 .7 7 2 
7 4 1 1 
1 1 4 7 
7 4 2 1 
1 2 4 7 

Contribution to 
intensity sum a) 

25.7836 
9.8904 
9.8904 
5.0674 
5.0674 
3.7916 
1.9438 
1.9438 

-1.8815 
-1.8815 
-1.3731 
-1.3731 

0.9960 
0.9271 
0.9271 
0.8168 
0.8166 
0.7853 
0.7853 

-0.7218 
-0.7218 
-0.5267 
-0.5267 

c = 60.4266 
fE = (Z)* = 3.651 i lo3 

a) The contiiutions to fE have the form 

takes place almost totally from a state which is inti- 
mately connected with the presence of the metal sur- 
face. This mechanism for intensity enhancement 
would nqt therefore apply to Raman scattering from 
the diatomic in solution in the presence.of a very 
large externally applied electric field. ‘In order that 
an applied external field lead to an intensity enhance- 
ment for resonant scattering from a.molecule in solu- 
tion, two conditions must be satisfied. The resonance 
Raman scattering must involve an excited electronic 

state whose dipole ma&ix element with the electronic 
ground state is small relative to some other electronic 
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state which is strongly dipole coupled to the elec; chanism of intensity borrowing from the charge trans- 
tronic ground state. The other electronic state must fer states. The possibility exists, however, that charge 
also be strongly dipole coupled to the excited elec- transfer dipole matrix elements involving the substrate, 
tronic state involved in the Raman scattering. If the will be much larger than all adsorbate dipole matrix. 
cliatomic is however complexed to a metal in solution, elements. In this situation, there will be a non-reso- 
then the intensity borrowing mechanism involving nant Raman intensity enhancement by an intensity 

-charge transfer configurations would again be possible, borrowing mechanism. ,. . . 
although the degree of state mixing may be quite dif- We now turn our attention to the vibrational 

ferent than occurs for the same molecule adsorbed on intensity factor. Since we have not determined a priori 

a metal surface. Small intensity enhancements in non- the geometric distortion parameters A and 6; we limit 

resonant Raman scattering due to the formation of this discussion to the range of values of those param- 
charge transfer complexes in solution have been ob- eters that will lead to an intensity enhancement. 
served experimentally [I611 Large intensity enhancements for the u = 0 case 

An important consideration that emerges from the result under-two conditions. (i) The,geometiic distor-. 
electronic enhancement factor calculations is that all tion for the solution molecule is large; that is, A * 
Raman transitions are not enhanced in the present 2-3, and applicatiorrof the field reduces the overall 
model. If resonant Raman scattering had involved the distortion to intermediate values, i.e., 6 = 1.0. (ii) 
excited state e$! in place of e8, then a decrease in the The other situation occurs when the geometric’distor- 
intensity would result. This is easy to understand by tion for the solution molecule is very small, A x0.1, 
applying the perturbative arguments presented earlier. and the presence-of the electric field increases the dis: 
The scattering tensor is now of the form tortion to higher values, such that 6 = 0.5-1.0. For 

these two situations, an intensity enhancement con- 
o&z {ey + --- IR,let + hrey + *--) tribution in the range lo’-lo2 might be realized. 

X(ez + X,ef + --* IR,let t *-*> _ (43) There is one other extreme, and this leads.to an inten; 
sity decrease. This occurs when the-geometric distor- 

In the present model, the matrix element <e(l) JR, I e$ tions for the solution molecule are moderate, i,e., A= 
is much larger than all other dipolematrix elements 1, and the applied field either greatly decreases or. 
except <e$R,le$, which it approximately equals.. increases the distortion, that is, 6 = 0.1 or 6 x 2~3. 
Now as the applied electric field is increased, the Essentially the same conclusions apply when the 
other excited electronic states mix with I$, and because intermediate vibrational level is u = 1, though the ... .- 

of the relative size of the dipole matrix elements just likely intensity enhancement may at best be an 
mentioned, the intensity decreases. It therefore fol- increase of approximately a factor of ten. There is, 

lows that if all I&man bands for any given molecule however, an additional feature present for-the u = 1 

undergo an intensity enhancement when the mole- case. There is an intermediate range of A’for which : 
cule is adsorbed, then the charge transfer dipole ma- large vibrational intensity enhancements are obtained. 

trix elements must be larger than the dipole matrix From eq. (34) it is easy to show that for u = 1, the : 
elements for the excited electronic states involved in quantity 1(111)(1[0)[2iszeroforA=2*/2(i.e~,the 

.the resonance Raman scattering_ transition is Franck-Condon forbidden for-the mole- 

The considerations of the last paragraph also apply cule in solution). From fig. 2, it is apparent that large 

to the case of non-resonant &man scattering, for in vibrational intensity enhancements for a very wide 

this situation, there’is a sum over all excited electronic ’ range of 6 values will be obtained when the geometric,,. 
states. The scattering cross section for the molecule distortion of the solution molecule is approximately 
in solution is to a first approximation, determined by 2112 

those electronic states which have large dipole ma- The other intermediate vibrational level consid- 
trix elements with the ground state. If the charge ered is u = 2. It is apparent from fig. 4 that the most .- 
transfer dipole matrix elements are approximately likely situation for an intensity enhancement is that 
the same size as the molecular dipole matrix elements, of case (ii) discussed for u = 0. For the u = 2 case, 
there will be no intensity -enhancement by the me- l(l[2)(210)12iszeroforA=2,andasaresult,there 
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isa narrow .region around A = 2 for which large inten- ment factor resulting from electronic terms to be 
slty enhancements are obtained-’ For mast values of MO*-106. The origin of the electronic intensity 
A, fig_ 4 indicates that there wiIl be a very large inten- enhancement is intensity borrowing from the charge 
sity decrease, and therefore, the intermediate vibra- transfer state resulting from interaction of the adsor- 
tional level u = 2 can clearly be regarded as the Ieast bate with the metallic surface_ Under favorable eondi- 
favorable of the three considered in terms of produc- tions, the vibrational factor may give an additional 
ing an intensity enhancement. enhancement of ~lO’--lo2 for realistic values of the 

distortion parameters A and 6. A combination of the 
electronic and vibrational intensity factors could lead 

6. Concluding remarks to an overall intensity enhancement of =104-lo*. 

In the present.work, we have discussed how inten- 
sity enhancements for resonant Raman scattering 
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